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/EINPresswire.com/ -- What does an heir to a billion

dollar fortune, prison inmates, combatants fighting the

war on terror, clergy, media stars & ordinary moms &

dads have in common? They're clients of Psychic Jack

Rourke.

Are psychics replacing psychotherapists? Who would

confide personal problems and desires to someone

claiming extrasensory ability? Most "normal" individuals

don't admit to such a thing. Chances are, however,

there's a surprising number of highly respected people

out there in communities across America secretly relying

on a clairvoyant confidant. 

A 2002 CBS news poll found that 57% of the population

believe in ESP while a similar 2005 Gallup survey states

that only 41% of Americans believe in psychic

phenomena. Despite an apparent decline in public

support for paranormal perception though, for celebrity clairvoyant Jack Rourke, business is

good.   

Jack Rourke is a surprisingly grounded individual. One might pass him on the street without ever

considering he is a man who's used his reported ability to counsel billionaires, people who

covertly fly America's most sophisticated drones, medical doctors, attorneys, cops and just about

any other respected professional one can imagine. 

"The days when only simple minded and emotionally vulnerable people go to psychics are over.

Psychics are relatively mainstream although it's understandable why a reputable person would

keep their relationship with their psychic private. There are just too many self-professed

sensitives misrepresenting the service properly motivated, genuine psychics provide," says Jack.

Inquiring whether most people just want advice on money or their love life Jack concedes this is

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.realpsychicreadings.info
http://www.amazon.com/The-Rational-Psychic-Extraordinary-Perception/dp/1604078049
http://www.amazon.com/The-Rational-Psychic-Extraordinary-Perception/dp/1604078049
http://www.bestpsychicreadingslosangeles.org
http://www.bestpsychicreadingslosangeles.org


common. Examining the praise he's cataloged from former clients tells a different story though.

It demonstrates Jack's psychic goes much deeper. One man, who asked to remain anonymous

writes, "Everything you told me in our reading more than a year ago has come true with regard

to my job. I was recruited after my first year to work in a dream-come-true clandestine

assignment just like you said. I do think of you from time to time and how powerful your

readings were." Another woman says, "As a scientist and medical professional, I place high value

on rational, ego-less, non-dogmatic ways of discerning what IS true from what I wish to be true.

Jack surpassed on all counts, and with a palpable, grounded sincerity. Months after my reading,

the benefits still continue."

Learning a fresh perspective on psychic phenomena as well as the people that offer this secretly

sought after and valuable service is an interesting conversation worth having.

Jack Rourke performs spontaneous causal street readings for NBC TV:

http://vimeo.com/57972900

Jack Rourke is one of the most prominent working psychics in North America today. Dubbed

"world renowned" by the celebrity news site "pop-star" dot com, he  is a skilled and

compassionate professional offering superior psychic service to individuals, business and law

enforcement. Jack earned the title "world renowned" because of his work on criminal and

missing person’s cases, the fact his predictions and commentary have been distributed world

wide by CNN and the Associated Press, and because his client base extends well beyond the

continental United States.

Jack is the author of the best-selling book The Rational Psychic™ - A Skeptic's Guide to

extraordinary Perception. A seer for the modern age, Jack puts aside the exotic beliefs from our

grandmother's time and helps everyday people with real world problems using straight forward

terms and when required, tough love.

Jack Rourke has also been featured on ABC, NBC, FOX, the History and Travel channels,

Showtime, the BBC and more. He's consulted on major Hollywood films. And, in 2009 he was

featured as the real life "Patrick Jane" in a special documentary included within the first season

DVD release of the hit TV show The Mentalist. In this short film Jack discusses psychic police work

along side former FBI and other experts.
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